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Abstract. We present the optical simulation and design concept of a spatial heterodyne spectrometer (SHS) for

mobile applications. A framework using Python and Zemax OpticStudio was developed for the optical system
design and automated tolerance analysis from the incoming light, the spectrometer and the imaging lens system
to the 2D detector. The spectrometer design and the fabrication methods were validated using a test setup in the
VIS spectral range for a future SHS fabrication in the LWIR spectral band operating on small unmanned aerial
vehicles (SUAV) for remote sensing applications.

1 Introduction

2 Fundamentals of a SHS spectrometer

In recent years, the demand for small and robust sensors
for mobile applications has increased due to the further
development of field robotics. Spectrometers will be an
important part of these future solutions. Simple spectroscopic measurements can be solved by the usage of transmission filters for specific wavelength ranges or by systems based on continuously variable filters. Higher spectral resolution in the IR spectral bands usually requires
interferometers like Michelson-type sensors or FourierTransform-Spectrometers (FTS). For hyperspectral imaging applications these systems combine spatial data with
spectral signatures. The miniaturization of hyperspectral sensors enables the integration on small autonomous
robotic systems and allows new applications in remote
sensing.
For applications in field robotics and processing industry, optical spectrometers will operate in harsh environments under extreme environmental conditions. Rapid
change in temperature, high vibration levels and alternating radiant flux are caused by the exploration and investigation of dangerous areas, i.e. in the oil and mining industry. The reliable operation on mobile robots demands
small, lightweight and ruggedized hyperspectral sensors.
At present, filter-based spectral cameras fulfill many criteria, but with the lack of spectral fingerprint capability because of their low spectral resolution, robust spectrometer
designs are required. A spectrometer with no moving parts
is essential for such applications. A stationary FourierTransform Spectrometer design in a push-broom configuration combines high optomechanical stability, large entrance aperture and high spectral resolution for mobile remote sensing applications.

A SHS with a focal plane array (FPA) to record an entire Fizeau fringe pattern at once in the LWIR spectral
range was presented by Harlander and Roesler in 1990 [1],
although the first designs of these spectrometers called
SISAM were realized by Connes in the late 1950’s. The
SHS adapts a Michelson configuration with the two end
mirrors replaced by diffraction gratings which are identical tilted about the angle Θ to the optical axis which is
known as Littrow configuration [3].
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Figure 1: (a) Configuration of the SHS and (b) 3D assembly view: entrance aperture (1), filter (2), beam splitter (3),
gratings (4), imaging lens (5), and detector (6).

A SHS is heterodyning the signal, so the spatial frequency of the fringe pattern is the same for every wave-
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length with the same distance to the Littrow wavelength.
A short or long pass filter has to be used to get an unambiguous result and an extended spectral range can be
achieved by field widening. In a basic principle of operation (Fig. 1), the input wave front is divided at the beam
splitter, and a wavelength dependent wave front phase shift
is induced by the gratings. Both opposed phase shifted
wave fronts form the Fizeau fringe pattern with a characteristic spatial frequency. This 2D interferogram on the
detector (FPA) can be converted via Fourier Transformation (FT) to its equivalent spectrum.

3 Python Framework for SHS Simulation
For the exact and reliable SHS design an object-based
Python framework was developed. The framework is capable of simulating the whole chain of generating a interferogram from a single wavelength or given spectrum and
transform the interferogram to a spectrum for an ideal SHS
(Fig. 2). The SHS parameters are defined in a SHS object
to generate the interferogram and also improved spectra.
For further improvement methods like apodization with
different windowing are implemented.
Figure 3: Simulation results: (a) Zemax model of a VISSHS, (b) interferogram of a neon spectral lamp, (c) measured (blue) data, simulated (green) data with NIST reference [5] (red).

5 Conclusion and outlook

Figure 2: Flow chart of a typical SHS simulation

A SHS for the visible spetral range was designed, simulated and built based on a developed Python simulation
framework and combined with the optics simulation ZEMAX software. We have shown that the Python framework is well suited to predict the performance of a SHS by
experimental demonstration of the simulation by a reference SHS build and characterization in the visible spectral
range. The Python framework allows the closed-loop optimization for future SHS designs in the LWIR spectral
range for remote sensing applications.
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The python framework simulates a SHS without imperfections. This allows the investigation of SHS parameter variation and its impact of the system performance of
an undisturbed system. Disturbation of the system on purpose and simulating coatings, filters and other obstacles in
the optical path to study the effects is implemented. To
investigate the phenomena induced by more complex elements like lenses to the SHS system, the framework is coupled with Zemax OpticStudio for ray tracing. The python
framework controls the operation of Zemax for closedloop optimization to generate a interferogram, which is
evaluated by the framework. Fig. 2 shows a typical simulation run with the framework and Zemax OpticStudio
combined.
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4 Simulation and Experimental Results
To test the python framework a SHS for the visual spectral
range was simulated and built. Figure 3 shows the neon
spectra for the simulation and the experimental data with a
neon spectral lamp (Oriel 6032) in good agreement. Deviations are caused by the uncollimated light source and due
to standard single lens imaging which impose wavefront
aberrations.
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